Drawing on a number of articles, conference presentations and classroom materials, this book will address the need to include more psychology based processes and culturally driven perspectives into graphic design discourse. Lacking a formal critical theory that other disciplines like architecture and cinema have, graphic design is still in need of a robust, reliable critical structure that until now has relied mainly upon obsolete theories of structuralism, semiotics, and post-modernism. The book examines up-to-date theories of perception and memory from the psychology field as well as theories of learning from the education field, seeking to provide practical examples for the classroom, backed by general principles applicable in a broad range of disciplines within visual communication. I was hired in the Design and Industry Department with the specific goal of developing an information design and data visualization curriculum. This is a rapidly expanding field with growing demand for designers, data experts, and data journalists. Although the class is an elective, in 2012, based on a survey of student demand, a second section was added and it quickly filled up. Work from the class can also be viewed in the 523 Information Design Class Blog:
bit.ly/1jnBCoL
The information design class has a been a laboratory for informally testing various principles of psychology of perception and cognition (working memory), as well as the importance of convention and familiarity in graphic design. These observations have been formalized with the writing of journal articles and conference presentations, as well as the writing of a small, pocket-size data visualization handbook for the information design students in the class. bit.ly/2diR7RW bit.ly/2d2njG2
27. Drawing, sketching, and instructional technology -Fall 2009-Spring 2016
DAI 320 Drafting and Sketching for Design
Since beginning teaching the class in Spring 2009, I have expanded the traditional drawing and visualization techniques with higher level exercises that use rotational geometry as a grammar for building threedimensional models that evolve from two-dimensional basic shapes. The class is a multifaceted course supported by many online resources built up over the years, including more than 30 videos, archived on YouTube, of demonstrations averaging 20-30 minutes each, for offline viewing by the students. The videos are also starting to attract a following on YouTube, with some averaging more than 200,000 views. Youtube videos: bit.ly/2cx8xtA
One of the core units in the class, the cube section, has also been the basis for journal articles and conference presentations on the subject of rotational geometry. bit.ly/2d2caqa
28. Letterpress Printing -Spring-Fall 2016
DAI 226 Modern Letterpress Printing
Restored the letterpress class in DAI which had not been taught for 15 years. The class is approved for R1 Arts segment in general education at SFSU and is open to everyone, without prerequisites. The class integrates the centuries-old method of letterpress into contemporary design processes and introduces the students to the technique of setting metal type by hand, a tradition that goes back to Gutenberg's invention of printing in 1455 in Germany. The restoration of this class was made possible by an 8-year effort to preserve, restore, and keep running a small printing press and other equipment, despite the class not being offered until last Spring. In Fall 2015 I was elected chair of the FAC committee and hence became a member of the Executive Committee (EXCOMM), helping to direct and focus general policies of the Academic Senate as well as specific policies related to faculty affairs at SF State.
Math and geometry workshop -SF State Math Summer camp
Conducted workshop for 30 elementary school students, on the connections between math, geometry and art. Used materials from my Drafting & Sketching class. Hands-on participation of the students, using paper, clay, steel wire, and other clay modeling tools.
2009-2012 -Annual DAI Student design exhibition, San Francisco State university
The value of the annual DAI show to the community at large is always evident during its 5-day run at the end of the school year, during which other members of the school community as well as from the larger bay area come to visit the show displaying outstanding work from the DAI students. Please see more details about this entry under the Other Campus Contributions heading above. 
2013 -FIRST

2006-07 -San Jose State University
School of Art and Design. Introduction to graphic design class: I taught basic progression from drawing to color and typography with final production of a poster dealing with a series of vegetables: tomato, corn, pineapple, soy, and beet. I stressed basic principles of legibility and economy of means. In a digital applications methodology class, I asked students to research such topics as digital-analog, the genealogy of design objects, the typography of poetry. They were to test CMYK separations before sending files to be offset printed. I completed this varied class with basic HTML coding exercises towards the production of personal websites, and also conducted letterpress and bookbinding workshops. Other classes taught included Graphic Design 2 and Typography 1. 39. 1991 -Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design, Prague, Czech Republic Wrote, filmed and produced Arki, a 3-minute, 35mm color film on the subject of computer modeling and simulation. The film tells the story of how a young boy's quest to design the perfect coat is finally realized with the help of lego-like electronic modules.
40. 1989-90 -Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia Assistant professor of graphic design. Freshman foundations classes, 2 and 3-D design fundamentals. In a class titled Communication Vehicles, students explored methods for progressing from the plane to solid, and for visualizing these passages. In a cube-sectioning series of assignments, students were required to develop a simple system for dividing the cube into three equal parts. The volumes were drawn and built by hand. In a later section devoted to color, students directly explored the property of color. Taking inspiration from Interaction of Color by Josef Albers, they painted large areas of color uniformly and used those samples for the interaction exercises. In Typography I and II, students were trained in the basic properties of letter-forms by learning to draw letter-forms using black gouache and ruling pens. They were tested in the terminology of type and then they explored how text can be transformed and rearranged to achieve maximum legibility. In Graphic Design I, a poster, a magazine article and a final experimental project, allowed the students to develop design and layout skills in an evolutionary manner. A class on visual systems pushed the students to go beyond the typical constraints of more traditional design methods and forms. Advanced courses in semiotics, color, and design criticism were conducted with students in the graduate program. In addition to class work, I was involved in various committee assignments, including the management of the department's lecture series and the development of the graduate studies curriculum.
1988 -GrafCo3, Milan, Italy
Book and publication design for Alessi and other Italian manufacturers. Book design for Ambiente, a publisher specialized in environmental issues. Book design for the publisher Sonda Edizioni -designed first catalog and exhibit booth at book fair in Turin. Storyboards for exhibit One Hundred Years of Industry at the Milan Triennale exhibit.
42. 1986-87 -Robert Gersin Associates, New York Corporate identity work for the Sears corporation, managing the creation of a series of identity manuals, including manuals on product graphics and printed materials. Production of a new graphics standards manual for the General Accounting Office GAO. In cooperation with the Government Printing Office, the manual enabled the agency to dramatically reduce paper waste and establish a new coherent graphic system. Tasks included the evaluation of hundreds of government publications and the design of new formats for books, brochures, and official reports.
